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the Mars mission and the leg amputation, actors in complex organizations failed to properly acquire, process, transmit, and implement key information pertinent to risk. We call this problem "intellectual hazard." Intellectual hazard, as we define it, is the tendency of behavioral biases to interfere with accurate thought and analysis within complex organizations, thus interfering with the acquisition, analysis, communication and implementation of information within an organization and between an organization and external parties. Intellectual hazard, as we define the term, has not to the best of our knowledge been previously identified as a systemic problem in financial markets -although astute commentators have pointed to many specific examples without recognizing that all are part of the same general phenomenon. We suggest that efforts to reform financial markets should address the problem of intellectual hazard in order to mitigate the risk that future disasters. This paper is structured as follows. Part I discusses the concept of intellectual hazard.
Drawing on research in psychology, behavioral finance, and behavioral economics, we identify three general types of intellectual hazard: (a) complexity bias, (b) incentive bias, and (c) asymmetry bias. Part II illustrates how intellectual hazard manifested itself in some of the key institutions of financial markets before and during the Crisis of 2008. Part III offers some thoughts about possible reforms that take account of the risk of intellectual hazard.
We emphasize, at the outset, that the analysis in this paper is preliminary. Any comprehensive analysis of the problem of intellectual hazard in financial markets would require a much more extensive treatment than is possible in a paper such as this. However, we hope that the ideas put forward here may contribute to the debate on financial market reform, and may stimulate greater concentration on the problems of information processing in complex organizations of the financial market. 
I. Intellectual Hazard
The concept of intellectual hazard can be understood in reference to the better-known problem of moral hazard. Moral hazard is a term drawn from historical practices in the insurance industry. Actuaries who set premiums would assign values to known hazards. So, for example, an ocean voyage by a merchant might carry the risk that the ship would go down in a storm, that the cargo would be eaten by rats, that the vessel would be captured by pirates, and so on. Each of these risks would be given a value for purposes of calculating the premium. But in addition, actuaries recognized a special kind of hazard -the risk created by the insurance contract itself. If the policyholder is insured against a risk, he or she loses much of the incentive he would otherwise have to avoid that risk. Even worse, if the value of the property falls below that of the policy, the policyholder gets an affirmative incentive to cause the very harm against which he has obtained insurance: people burn down their houses or commit suicide with the intention of collecting the insurance benefit. In the insurance industry the risk created by the insurance policy itself became known as the "moral hazard". 8 The term "moral hazard" later became associated with financial markets. The problem here is that governments provide implicit or explicit insurance against failure of financial firms.
Deposit insurance is the obvious example. When depositors are insured against losses due to the failure of their bank, they lose the incentive to monitor their banks in order to prevent failure.
Freed from this form of market discipline, bankers have less incentive to avoid risks and in fact gain an incentive to undertake socially undesirable levels of risk. 9 While deposit insurance is an 8 See Paul Milgrom & John Roberts, Economics, Organization and Management 195 (1992) (moral hazard defined as "any behavior under a contract that is inefficient, arises from ... differing interests ... and persists only because one party to the contract cannot tell for sure whether the other is honoring the contracting terms").
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obvious example of moral hazard, it is not unique. As the events of 2008 illustrate, governments are often unwilling to allow any financial firm to fail, whether or not it has insured deposits, if that firm is deemed to be either so large or so interconnected to others that its failure would jeopardize the stability of financial markets as a whole. Moral hazard is a well-known phenomenon, and a great deal of work by policymakers and scholars has gone into identifying its incidence and designing strategies to reduce its effects.
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Intellectual hazard is similar to moral hazard in the following respects. Like moral hazard, it is a problem that results from structural features of markets that are in other respects highly beneficial: the shifting of risk to more efficient risk-bearers, in the case of moral hazard, and the division of responsibility to specialized instrumentalities, in the case of intellectual hazard. Like moral hazard, intellectual hazard is pervasive: just as moral hazard exists whenever risk is shifted away from an actor whose actions may cause harm, intellectual hazard exists whenever production becomes segmented into complex organizational forms. And like moral hazard, intellectual hazard can present systemic risks: because it affects organizations that are very large, very interconnected, or linked to a great many other similarly situated organizations, intellectual hazard can pose a threat to the stability of an entire system of markets or institutions. 11 In particular, intellectual hazard poses a threat to the smooth, orderly and efficient functioning of the world's financial markets. 10 See, e.g., Lawrence A. Aspects of intellectual hazard in financial markets have already been identified by scholars and astute market participants. 12 The examples which concern us here can be grouped into three broad categories, which we call complexity biases, incentive biases, and asymmetry biases. We emphasize that these categories, while generally descriptive, are not necessarily exclusive: some of the biases we identify as falling within one of the categories may also reflect elements of other categories as well; and sometimes a given bias will be the result of the simultaneous operation of two or more of these categories. The tripartite grouping, however, appears to be a helpful means for organizing the different manifestations of intellectual hazard, even if the category system is not always perfectly clear-cut.
Complexity Bias. A first type of intellectual hazard arises from the propensity of an actor to wrongly analyze a situation due to inherent limitations on the actor's ability to interpret complex sets of information within the time period needed for decision.
An example of complexity bias is tunnel vision An actor tasked with carrying out a particular function within a complex organization tends to see only the information conventionally deemed necessary to carry out that task. All other information is excluded, even if it is available. Like a horse with blinders, the actor is shielded from other information in order to allow that actor to focus specifically on the task at hand. The term "tunnel vision" is often used derogatorily, but in fact the type of focus it implies is often beneficial because it enhances the efficiency of operations. But sometimes the limitation on the field of vision can be dangerous (a horse with blinders may not be able to see a train oncoming from the side). 12 The field of behavioral finance is largely concerned with identifying biases of the sort we have classed under the general heading of intellectual hazard. 
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Another complexity bias is confirmation bias. 13 When the world presents a welter of information to an actor, he or she needs to make sense of it within the context provided by the assigned role. thumb are simplified, they introduce error. They are often based, for example, on information readily available to the actor, which may be an inaccurate sample of the phenomenon at issue.
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And because rules of thumb tend, for obvious reasons, to be developed as means for coping with normal and expected situations, they are likely to operate poorly when an actor confronts abnormal or unexpected conditions. Still another example of complexity bias is authoritarian bias: the tendency to over-value information provided by authoritative sources. 18 The role of an actor in a complex organization is inevitably defined by hierarchies of authority, formal or informal, that define the scope of an actor's autonomy. In some cases the authority will be within the organization -the actor reports to a supervisor who has the power to instruct her on how to carry out her responsibilities. In other cases the authority will be someone from outside the organization whose opinion is used as a basis for decision (rating agencies, attorneys, auditors, and so on). In still other case the authority will have no formal role in the actor's activities, but will nevertheless exercise influence because of the authority's prestige or position of power in some other organization. In any of these situations the actor may tend to defer excessively to the authority without exercising independent thought or judgment as to whether the information received is actually reliable.
Incentive bias. A different category of bias has to do with the self-interest of the actor. In many cases actors have a personal interest in the facts being one way rather than another. They want to see the world in a particular way -and wanting to do so, they tend to analyze information in accordance with their self-interest.
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An example of incentive bias is herding behavior. 19 An actor in a complex organization observes other actors similarly situated interpreting the world in a particular way. The actor has a choice between following the crowd or dissenting and offering a different view of the situation.
Often the actor might determine that the better course of conduct for them is to conform to the consensus opinion. If they do so they are unlikely to be criticized, even if the conventional view turns out to be erroneous, because nearly everyone else was making the same mistake. On the other hand if they dissent they call potentially unfavorable attention to themselves. Even if they turn out to be right they may suffer adverse consequences in the short term, and the long-term rewards they can anticipate from being proved right may well be outweighed by the sanctions they can anticipate from being wrong.
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Another example of incentive bias is cognitive dissonance. 21 actors in complex organizations, especially senior actors, want to believe that someone is minding the store -that risks are properly accounted for and that proper checks and balances are in place to prevent things from getting out of hand. Wanting to believe these things, the actors are likely to consider the organization to be well-organized to manage risk even when it is not.
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Loss-aversion may also be considered a form of incentive bias. 23 Loss-aversion occurs when an actor wishes to avoid the recognition by others of a loss for which the actor may have some responsibility. The actor wishes to cover up the loss, or to put off the evil day in which the loss is recognized, in hopes that some hoped-for stroke of good fortune prevents that day from ever happening. Loss-aversion bias can be a key factor in situations involving rogue traders,
where an actor who has incurred a loss due to unauthorized activity engages in ever-riskier gambles in hopes of never being called to account for his or her misconduct.
Incentive bias is also manifested in self-serving behavior. 24 We conceptualize this as a case where the actor knows or has good reason to know that the facts are a certain way, but deliberately elects to ignore that fact or even to suppress information or distort analysis out of a conscious intention to promote the actor's own interests. biases that concern us influence market participants to act in ways that give inappropriate and unequal weighting to information and analysis created in support of certain types of conclusions.
Thus, these biases have influenced the actions flowing there from, due to these preformed ideas.
A common form of asymmetry bias is status quo bias, first identified in seminal work by Samuelson and Zeckhauser. 25 Actors have a tendency to overvalue the present state even if evidence and analysis suggests another course of action more strongly. Other biases that relate closely to status quo are the endowment effect and loss aversion bias. 26 Endowment effect is reflected in an individual's asymmetric unwillingness to sell an asset already owned, and purchase an asset of like (or even somewhat greater) value. 27 Loss aversion bias (which we also noted as a self-serving bias) is manifested in an actor's greater unwillingness to take actions which would result in a loss compared to actions which would result in a comparable (or greater)
gain. Taken together, these biases impair the ability of organizations to appropriately process and act on information and analysis. This is particularly true, as in many of our identified instances of intellectual hazard, in times of market stress and significant downward market movements when undue attraction to the status quo, endowment effect, and loss aversion bias inhibit the organization from taking actions that are in its economic best interest. Thus, these biases are pro-cyclical.
There are other behavioral biases, which we classify as asymmetrical, that contribute to intellectual hazard. 
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actors to ignore news, data or analysis that imply negative outcomes. This ostrich effect is a specific instance of positive outcome bias or optimism bias. These biases result in the systemic overvaluation of data and analysis, which fall in the "right-hand" tail of outcomes and result in sub-optimal actions being taken (or not taken) by organizations. Another identified bias is regret aversion bias, 29 which again leads to asymmetric behavior.
We believe asymmetry bias often manifests itself in the selection of optimistic actors for responsibility within organizations. These actors may enjoy inherent advantages in advancement in such settings. Once an organization is populated with optimistic actors the phenomenon of herding behavior can come into play. Herding is the tendency to adopt the opinions and follow the behaviors of the majority in order to avoid conflict within the group. When the majority of the influential actors are subject to the asymmetries we have identified here, herding will only further magnify this asymmetry. Intellectual hazard, however, becomes problematic in two situations. One of these is the "bet the ranch" scenario where a single decision can have profound consequences. In such a case it is no solace that as a result of checks and balances, complex organizations get it right most of the time. It is not acceptable that they get it wrong even once. Probably Dr. Sanchez's patient felt that way upon waking up in recovery with the wrong leg missing; it would not have been particularly comforting to be informed that most doctors cut off the proper leg most of the time.
The second situation where intellectual hazard is problematic -and the one most pertinent for purposes of this paper -is when the ordinary safeguards of checks and balances break down because of unusual conditions affecting the entire organization or system of organizations. In financial markets, this danger manifests itself particularly strongly in the case of asset bubbles. When asset prices experience an unusual and prolonged rise -say, four or five years of uninterrupted unusual growth -the usual checks and balances against intellectual hazard can be severely eroded.
In normal circumstances financial markets are populated by a mix of optimists and pessimists -bulls and bears. If the market does better than expected in a single year, optimists will tend to receive rewards for having predicted outcomes correctly: they will receive bigger bonuses, be preferred for promotion, and so on. But because everyone knows that markets go up and down, the effect will not be pronounced. If however, asset prices continue to surge for a number of years, the selection effects will become significant. Positive thinkers will come to dominate trading desks and management positions; bullish analysts will attract larger followings among investors; optimistic journalists will see their stories given greater prominence and read by more people; sunny thinkers will gain prominence in the councils of government. And 15 because optimists value optimism, they will promote other optimists to positions of power and influence. The power of positive thinking will give further force to the market expansion. All this optimism triggers intellectual hazard -optimism bias (obviously) but also phenomena such as herding, self-serving bias, policy bias, confirmation bias, tunnel vision, and authority bias. therefore rushes to reduce their exposure to risk, creating a vicious cycle in which losses of liquidity trigger even more panic and greater turmoil. 32 The fact that intellectual hazard is a special problem during periods of unusual asset price increases implies that intellectual hazard is not just a general phenomenon of complex organizations. It is also a form of systemic risk. It is pro-cyclical -magnifying and extending the duration of asset price increases on the way up, and enhancing and extending asset price collapses, on the way down. 33 Intellectual hazard is therefore more than a pervasive but lowgrade problem for financial markets in ordinary times. It can metastasize into a serious threat to the stability of the system as a whole in unusual times. This is, we believe, what happened during the mid-2000s, when a housing bubble gripped U.S. financial markets and created profound threats to systemic stability in the form of subprime mortgage-backed securities, collateralized debt obligation securities, credit default swaps, and other instruments born of the credit boom. For this reason intellectual hazard is an important topic of study for scholars and policymakers who are interested in preventing a recurrence of the turbulent market conditions of 2008 and the severe economic downturn that followed.
II. Intellectual Hazard and the Crisis of 2008
We turn now to the application of the idea of intellectual hazard to the Crisis of 2008. It is impossible to provide a full description of all the ways intellectual hazard contributed to or exacerbated the market turmoil of that year. In the pages that follow, however, we will attempt to provide some examples, with a view to encouraging further and more detailed investigation in other work.
Banks. An important source of intellectual hazard in the crisis was the over-reliance by investment banks on mathematical or computer models. 34 The models themselves are potentially very useful tools. But like all tools, they can be misused or applied to the wrong job. In the case of the financial system, the models were employed uncritically by traders and others who had little if any clue about the assumptions that went into their formation or the inherent limitations on their predictive power. The models assumed a life of their own and ordinary judgment and common sense was forgotten.
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Three main problems impair the accuracy of financial models. First, they are inevitably based on assumptions about the behavior of markets and prices drawn from history. While historical data can be extremely useful in ordinary times, they are not necessarily reliable predictors of how prices and markets will behave in crisis times. The models must extrapolate from the ordinary to the extraordinary based on assumptions that may not be accurate (as the founders of Long Term Capital Management discovered to their dismay when that firm failed in 1998, largely because of disastrous trading strategies based on models that broke down in unstable markets). 36 In the case of subprime mortgage securities, for example, the models used on Wall Street tended to accurately predict the disastrous effects of a significant downturn in housing prices, but few took these predictions seriously because most considered a housing 34 For review of the costs (and benefits) of economic models in addressing real-world economic problems, see, e.g., David Colander, Economics (2007 collapse to be extremely unlikely. 37 A second problem with models is that they deal with complex dynamic systems in which outcomes may be highly path-dependent and sensitive to differences in initial conditions. 38 Such systems -the weather being a classic example -turn out to be extremely difficult to model in a way that yields reliable forecasts over the medium to long term. A third problem with economic models is that they deal with the behavior of economic actors who are likely to behave strategically in response to changes in incentives and risk -a factor which makes the task of prediction even more daunting by introducing game-theoretical behavior into the mix.
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Sometimes the developers of these models understood the inherent limitations on their use. 40 But sometimes the temptation to replace reality with the models was irresistible.
Professors of finance, in particular, may have sometimes been beguiled by the beauty of the mathematics and the purity of the intellectual constructs into believing that the models were true and accurate representations of the real world. , at 36 ("As I see it, the economics profession went astray because economists, as a group, mistook beauty, clad in impressive-looking mathematics, for truth. . . . the central cause of the profession's failure was the desire for an all-encompassing, intellectually elegant approach that also gave economists a chance to supported by self-serving bias (that was what they did, so they wanted to promote it), authoritarian bias (most of the leading finance economists in the world shared similar views), complacency bias (because many in the profession believed the essential problems had been solved, at least in terms of the proper methodology of, they did not probe deeply into the possible shortcomings of the technique) and recency bias (the benign behavior of financial markets during the first part of the 2000s suggested that the assumptions of market efficiency and rational behavior were correct).
Even when the potential shortcomings of models were understood by the developers of economic models in academics, or their counterparts at investment banks who devised or adapted models for use on the street, those implications tended to be ignored by the actors charged with implementing them. Investment banks made heavy use of financial models for a number of purposes, including valuation of securities, formulating trading strategies, measuring aggregate risk to the institution, and asserting compliance with accounting and capital rules.
42 When actors at investment banks utilized the models, they hardly ever took account of the assumptions and inherent limitations built into the products. They had neither the time nor the expertise to do so, even if they were interested. Subtleties like this were forgotten in the hurly-burly of operations.
The process of translation from model-builders to operators resulted in several forms of intellectual hazard. The operators, not understanding the models, manifested oversimplification bias, using the models as rules of thumb or heuristics to aid them in carrying out their day-to-day tasks; but in a way that was not sensitive to possible limitations on their validity. bias also played a role: the models used in investment banks were often created by PhD's in math of finance, people of frightening intelligence whose technical expertise was beyond question. The models also generated output with an impressive level of precision, discouraging people who used them from questioning their basic assumptions.
A related phenomenon at investment banks has to do with the odd irony that the Crisis of 2008 erupted in the very institutions for which the quantification and management of risk had become a central aspect of business strategy. 43 Risk management strategies -often employing the type of sophisticated financial models just described -created the impression, both in banks and among their regulators, that the problem of risk had been controlled, that it had been dealt with through technological means, and therefore that the exercise of judgment could be subsumed to the careful implementation of strategies spit out by the computers. Meanwhile, because risk had been controlled, bank managers came to see any capital not required to be held under the risk-management system as an idle asset that needed to be put to work 44 --thus potentially increasing rather than reducing risk. The intellectual hazard here takes several of the forms we have identified above: authoritarian bias (undue deference to the models), complacency bias (loss of critical judgment based on the assumption that risk-management systems are handling the problem), asymmetry bias (uncritical carrying out of policies adopted by the organization without a thorough analysis of their potential defects), and confirmation bias (seeing the results of operations and changes in markets through the lens of the risk-management protocols). 43 For an insightful commentary, see Hyun Song Shin, Risk and Liquidity, Clarendon Lectures in Finance (forthcoming 2008). 44 See id. at 8 ("In the eyes of the bank's top management, a bank with surplus capital is like a manufacturing plant with idle capacity. Just as good managers of the manufacturing plant will utilise surplus capacity to expand their business, so the bank's top management will expand its business.")
In addition to problems of using models, intellectual hazard manifests itself in another way in financial institutions. Banks and other financial institutions are subject to dynamic pressures that make it difficult for the senior managers of these institutions to adopt policies reflecting independent management and thought. The problem is especially pronounced during boom times when big profits are to be earned through strategies that in retrospect -after the bust -look foolhardy. In such an environment, bank managers face hydraulic pressures to follow the crowd. If they do not do so they are likely to be penalized for achieving less-than-stellar results in the short term -a phenomenon illustrated by former Citicorp CEO Chuck Prince, who famously commented in 2007 that despite the risks of a collapse in credit markets, he did not intend to back off from subprime and other risky but profitable activities: "when the music stops, in terms of liquidity, things will be complicated. But as long as the music is playing, you've got to get up and dance." 45 The suggestion was that Prince foresaw the problems that sparked into full-blown panic in 2008, but also recognized that he had no choice but to stay in the game.
A similar story occurred in the case of the Reserve Primary Fund, one of the oldest and best-established money market mutual funds that once held $60 billion in assets. 46 This fund was the brainchild of Bruce Bent, one of the giants of the mutual fund industry. Bent had long been an apostle of caution in the industry, sharply criticizing competitors who invested in higheryielding but higher-risk paper. But when his own fund began to lose investors to funds offering higher return, Bent capitulated to market forces and began to purchase subprime-related securities, including $785 million in securities issued by Lehman Brothers. after the latter's bankruptcy in September 2008, causing the Reserve Primary Fund to "break the buck" (report a net asset value of less than $1 per share). This in turn caused a massive run by institutional investors and a destabilization of the entire money market mutual fund industry.
These competitive pressures reflect intellectual hazard. Firms facing pressure from investors or shareholders to generate profits have an enormous incentive to rationalize the decisions they make in seeking to meet these expectations. They manifest herding bias (following the practices used by others in the industry), self-serving bias (promoting interpretations of information that justify this behavior), cognitive dissonance bias (rationalizing and justifying their actions), and authoritarian bias (following the lead of others who are deemed to have prestige or influence in the industry).
The Fed. The Fed manifested intellectual hazard in several different ways. It displayed asymmetry bias in the form of a fixed policy about asset bubbles. The view, championed by now-Chairman Bernanke, was that a central bank should not try to intervene to pop an asset bubble. 47 Weighty arguments of policy supported this view: among other things, it is difficult in the early days to distinguish an asset bubble from ordinary market fluctuations or from changes in prices due to market fundamentals; and the policy tools available to the central bank are so broad-ranging that they are likely to affect all economic markets, not just the market where the asset bubble is occurring. 48 The Fed also had historical reasons not to attempt to pop an asset bubble: the few times central banks had intervened against bubbles (during the stock market boom of the 1920s and in the Japanese "bubble economy" of the 1980s), the results had not been worked out well, with the economy lapsing only into a shallow recession followed by robust economic recovery. The Fed's unwillingness to pop asset bubbles became a fixed policy at that institution, one which arguably impaired the ability of the Fed to fully appreciate the consequences in the run-up in housing prices in the United States and many other countries during the 2000s. Since popping the bubble was not in the cards, the Fed didn't need to pay that much attention to housing price increases. Leading Fed officials raised doubts about whether a housing bubble was even underway, notwithstanding plentiful evidence that price increases were above historical trend lines. 49 Not having to worry about asset prices, moreover, suggested that the Fed didn't need to worry overmuch about the massive amounts of credit it was pouring into the economy with its low-interest rate policies of the mid-2000s -an oversight that arguably exacerbated the collapse of the subprime market and the ensuring financial crisis in 2007 and 2008. 50 Another fixed attitude at the Fed was the belief, on the part of Chairman Greenspan and others, that the self-interest of lending institutions was an adequate check against excessive risktaking. Believing that markets would check themselves, the Fed did little to prevent the excesses of credit that poured into subprime real estate mortgages during the 2000s. Chairman Greenspan later issued an uncharacteristic mea culpa on this score: "I made a mistake in presuming that the self-interest of organizations, specifically banks and others, were such that they were best capable of protecting their own shareholders and their equity in the firms." 51 The Fed's commitment to free-market ordering arguably interfered with its ability to understand that free 49 See Paul Krugman, How Did Economists Get It So Wrong?, N.Y. TIMES MAG., Sept. 6, 2009, at 36 ("a general belief that bubbles just don't happen. What's striking, when you reread Greenspan's assurances, is that they weren't based on evidence -they were based on the a priori assertion that there simply can't be a bubble in housing.") 50 There Given Bernanke's endorsement of the idea, it is unlikely that anyone in the Fed's research department would take issue with the concept. Asymmetry bias is also present in this concept:
the idea of a great moderation became a fixed star in the Fed's firmament, one which precommitted the agency to viewing the evidence at hand in a particular way (increases in housing prices were not a matter of real concern because the economy was in a period of great moderation in which volatility in prices and output was a thing of the past).
Another belief that enjoyed currency among central bankers is the notion that the fundamental job of a central bank is only to maintain stable prices. The idea that price stability should be the overriding objective at central banks was backed by the widespread belief that inflation offers no long-run benefits to inflation but there are significant costs. Because inflationary policies cannot affect the employment rate over the long run, the primary objective of the central bank should be price stability. These ideas fit nicely into the case for central bank independence: because independent central banks are less responsive to political influence, they are more likely to deliver stable prices. 53 Central bankers naturally appreciated the idea that they should be independent of politicians. The result was the view that a central bank was doing its job well as long as it delivered price stability -a view that fit nicely in the idea, discussed above, of the great moderation: good monetary policy generated stable prices which in turn contributed to a reduction in volatility everywhere in the economy. We may conjecture that the focus on 2000s, central banks did not worry overmuch about the destabilizing effects of asset bubbles or about the risks that the financial system could fall prey to a liquidity crisis rather than to problems caused by inflation.
Rating Agencies. Rating agencies also appear to have been subject to intellectual hazard in a number of ways. These agencies use models to evaluate the default risk posed by the companies they evaluate. They faced the same risk of overreliance on models as was present in the case of banks and regulators; but in their case the risk may have been greater because of the limited nature of their enterprise. Their whole function is to identify the risk that a company will fail to pay off its debts when due. Models are arguably more important to this narrow question than to others that face financial institutions.
Ratings agencies also experienced complexity bias: they needed to sort through large amounts of information about the firms they were rating, and to do so they used simplifying heuristics that allowed them to derive the ratings quickly and at reasonable cost. They fell prey to recency bias, to the extent that they took as fixed the behavior of home prices which during the post World War II period had never declined year-to-year on a nationwide basis. With this input into their models, they greatly underestimated the risk profiles of subprime mortgage and Alt A backed securities.
54 Perhaps most significantly, as has been pointed out by many critics, ratings agencies were subject to possible self-interest bias. Because they were rating the securities of companies that were paying them to perform the service, they had an incentive to understate, at least to some extent, the risks of the securities they were evaluating.
Meanwhile the ratings assigned by credit rating agencies created intellectual hazard of their own. Other actors in the financial sector relied on these ratings in performing their job. 
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The reliance -or perhaps overreliance 55 -on credit ratings generated its own intellectual hazard:
tunnel vision (looking only to the ratings without inquiring into the credibility of the agency's judgments), oversimplification bias (using the ratings as a proxy or shorthand for a more complex inquiry into risk), incentive bias (for many in the industry, reliance on the ratings served their self-interest in earning fees or other profits from deals), and asymmetry bias (the complex organization may have had a policy of relying on rating agency ratings in the performance of its job). Intellectual hazard also may have played a role in the ability of rating agencies to maintain credibility in the wake of previous failures, notably the Enron scandal: as Claire A. Hill has argued, investors may have continued to rely on ratings because they were displaying an adaptive trait of "incorporating new data that potentially conflicts with one's pre-existing worldview so as to preserve as much of that worldview as possible." questions about the utility of its project. The market turmoil highlighted four features of the Basel process that appeared questionable in light of the market breakdown.
First, the Basel guidelines are fundamentally concerned with capital. The Basel I guidelines were entirely concerned with capital adequacy at banking firms; the Basel II guidelines were principally focused on capital, although they bowed also to the objectives of market discipline and banking supervision. The dominating concept behind the Basel process is that capital adequacy is the benchmark of sound banking. A bank with good capital ratios is a sound bank; a bank with bad capital ratios is an unsound one. The focus on capital promoted by the Basel process proved to be misguided in 2008. The commercial banks that ran into trouble in that year did not have inadequate regulatory capital until a short time prior to their failure.
Arguably the Basel process contributed to complacency bias and tunnel vision by focusing the attention of regulators on a single feature -capital -and blinding them to other risks, most importantly the risk of a liquidity crisis in financial markets.
Second, the Basel process contributed to intellectual hazard because of its treatment of housing finance. Housing has long enjoyed favorable treatment under the Basel framework.
Under the Basel I guidelines, first mortgage loans on residences were assigned a risk-weighting of 50%, in contrast with all commercial lending, which had a 100% risk weighting. The implication seemed to be that a loan secured by a home mortgage -even a loan to a subprime buyer with poor credit and a questionable employment history -was safer than a line of credit to ExxonMobil or Microsoft. The favorable treatment of mortgage lending, carried forward in the Basel II guidelines, 58 was based on two well-understood historical patterns. First, as a historical matter people did not, in general, default on their mortgages. No one wanted to lose their house.
Second, home prices around the world had generally been stable and rising. The collateral backing home mortgages was therefore deemed to be adequate to cover the loan even if the homeowner did default.
The Basel Committee could not be faulted for drawing on history here; but the problem was that the guidelines treated default probabilities as fixed and did not take account of the possibility that home prices would not remain stable and that borrowers would depart from their historical pattern of paying off their mortgages. Beyond this, the guidelines implicitly conveyed the message that home loans were the gold standard: that a bank would not be undertaking unacceptable risk by making home mortgage loans. In retrospect, these messages were inaccurate, and may have contributed to the collapse in the subprime mortgage-backed securities market which was the trigger for the broader market meltdown of 2008.
Third, the Basel II guidelines encouraged reliance on credit ratings. Banks using the "standardized" approach to credit risk were instructed to use ratings from "external credit assessment institutions" (i.e., credit rating agencies) in determining the amount of capital to hold against loans to particular borrowers. 59 The Basel Committee thus implicitly endorsed the opinions of credit rating agencies and gave the imprimatur to their operations. In the wake of the financial crisis, the reputation of credit rating agencies has been tarnished by their failure to accurately assess the risk posed by subprime mortgage and other securities.
Fourth, the Basel II guidelines drew heavily on banks' own internal risk-weighting methodologies and strategies. Under the internal ratings-based approach to credit risk, banks are permitted to utilize their "own internal estimates of risk components in determining the capital requirement for a given exposure." 60 The theory is that banks know much more about the actual risk profile of their assets than regulators know, and also that the larger banks that would be subject to the internal risk-weighting approach have the expertise and resources to develop sophisticated in-house methodologies to assess risk. Basel II sensibly attempted to piggy-back on this expertise by using banks' own internal risk assessment methodologies when assigning capital requirements. The problem with the theory is that it depends on the accuracy of banks'
internal methodologies, which in turn are based on models with all the problems previously The Basel II process also arguably manifested complexity bias. Given the complex and demanding, but also very specific calculations required under the guidelines, actors of complex organizations charged with risk-control and compliance naturally faced the temptation to display tunnel vision -to do what is demanded of them and to not look beyond the four corners of the regulations. The guidelines also arguably introduced oversimplification bias because bankers and regulators faced with rapidly-shifting information about performance and risk of financial institutions found it convenient to us a ready-to-hand rule of thumb as a means for making sense of the environment in which they operate. Even though the Basel guidelines are themselves complicated, once someone learns how to operate within them, the natural tendency is to allow the guidelines to take the place of reality: to see a bank that is in compliance with regulatory capital requirements as a safe bank, regardless of its actual risk profile.
Regulators. Regulators also manifested intellectual hazard. A principal example is the tendency -promoted by the Basel framework -to focus on capital adequacy as the benchmark for safe and sound banking. United States law enforces a system of prompt corrective action under which regulators are required to take a series of increasingly draconian steps as a bank's capital falls into the danger zone. The prompt corrective action rules, like the capital adequacy guidelines, have the appearance of scientific validity and precision. 61 Capital ratios are divided into tranches and precisely defined; and exacting, mandatory administrative actions are specified as a bank falls below the required minimum levels. The appearance of precision and the comfortable set of mandatory prescriptions contained in the prompt corrective action regime could lull the agency into losing track of the more fundamental questions going to the bank's solvency. Because U.S. banks -including banks that later ran into financial trouble -had adequate capital ratios under the prompt corrective action rules, the natural inference was that the industry as a whole, and these banks in particular, were not in grave danger. 62 The exaggerated focus on capital adequacy reflects aspects of intellectual hazard such as tunnel vision (obsessive focus on capital), authoritarian bias (deference to the Basel Committee), availability bias (use of readily available data on capital ratios), and oversimplification bias.
Intellectual hazard also played a major role in the Bernard Madoff scandal. In retrospect, many observers have concluded that the returns Madoff purported to generate for his investors were too good to be true. No one could so consistently generate returns of more than 10 percent, year-in and year-out. An objective and dispassionate review of Madoff's operation might have stimulated regulators to question the accuracy of his financial reporting -even if they had not also been repeatedly alerted by a whistle-blower that Madoff was operating a Ponzi scheme.
Why did the regulators not recognize the problem earlier? The answer appears to lie partly in intellectual hazard. Madoff was a prestigious, powerful member of the securities industry He was one of the founders of NASQ and a former member of its board of directors. His firm was well-known in the financial world. The regulators who failed to identify his fraud may have been victims of authoritarian bias -they were bedazzled by Madoff's reputation and failed to see the signs of fraud. 63 They also displayed confirmation bias: when examining Madoff's operations they expected to find a reputable firm; they interpreted the evidence in front of them as indicating that Madoff was operating a legitimate enterprise and so failed to identify the pattern of fraudulent behavior that only became evident after Madoff's confession.
III. Possible Reforms
The discussion so far has argued that intellectual hazard is a systemic risk in financial markets, and one that is particularly problematic because it is most pronounced during boom times -exactly the period when the market most needs independent thought and judgment. We now turn to the question about whether the concept of intellectual hazard is anything more than a useful intellectual trope -a way of conceptualizing problems and organizing thought, but without concrete payoffs in terms of public policy.
In addressing this question, it is important to recognize that intellectual hazard is a pervasive and unavoidable feature of financial markets -and indeed in all complex social systems. It is as impossible to eliminate intellectual hazard as it is to eradicate the agency costs of management in corporations. Inherent in the corporate form is the allocation of management responsibility to actors; and actors always have the incentive to favor their own interests over those of their companies, no matter how much effort is enlisted to prevent that from happening.
By the same token, we cannot eliminate intellectual hazard from financial markets -nor should we wish to do so, because if we could perform that impossible feat, the costs of doing so would outweigh the benefits.
That being said, the identification of intellectual hazard as a systemic risk in financial markets suggests that policymakers would do well to incorporate greater attention to the findings of behavioral finance when they evaluate or formulate proposals for reform. 64 The following suggestions for reform are advanced, not as fully developed policy recommendations, but rather as invitations for thought and debate about how intellectual hazard might be better managed and controlled in the future.
Complexity bias. The discussion above has suggested that complexity is a fertile source for intellectual hazard. 65 In some cases, the level of complexity chosen by an institution may exceed what appears reasonably necessary in order to achieve the desired outcome. Enron is a prime example: its financing structure, replete with special purpose entities and complex asset transfers, was beyond the ken of virtually everyone.
Recognizing that different forms of complexity bias are pervasive in complex organizations, corporate directors and external regulators might demand that the relevant actors to provide simple, cogent answers to complex questions about the underlying assumptions and how those simple answers would change in unusual circumstances. A mild response could be that the regulator or corporate manager requests an explanation for why the relevant actor has opted for a byzantine structure. Alternatively, the regulators might require that firms engage in more extensive disclosures of their financing structure, and that they include in the disclosure documents a discussion by management as to why particular forms and structures were used.
Regulators could also take the complexity of the financing structure into account when calibrating the intensity of scrutiny which they apply to a given firm.
Corporate Governance Reforms. Given the problems of complexity bias, self-serving bias and other intellectual hazard noted above, policymakers might also attempt to introduce greater skepticism and independent judgment into the processes by which firms in the financial sector evaluate information and make policies related to risk. Such independence is already mandated and encouraged, to some extent, under existing law. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act requires that publicly traded companies maintain audit committees comprised of independent directors 65 See, e.g., Vasiliki Skreta and Laura Veldkamp, Ratings Shopping and Asset Complexity: A Theory of Ratings Inflation (Oct. 24, 2008), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1295503 (suggesting that when a firm's assets are complex, risk assessments by rating agencies tend to diverge, resulting in the potential for ratings shopping and a resulting increase in risk in financial markets).
who oversee accounting, internal controls, and financial reporting. 66 A office of independent evaluation, not part of a financial institution's general management and reporting directly to the board of directors, might provide greater independence of judgment, although we are somewhat skeptical of the ability of any in-house operation, however independent, to manifest independent thought in practice. Regulators could also make sure to understand more clearly the motivations of the presenters of analyses or the advocates for corporate policies so that these recommendations can be weighed with respect to their impact on the individuals themselves.
Compensation policies are an obvious area where such investigation would be appropriate, but any policy or analysis that differentially and substantially impacts the interests of the relevant actor would be a subject of concern.
Education. Some of the problems of intellectual hazard might be addressed through education. 67 Educators could clarify and assess the applicability of complex models in ways which address complexity biases. Educators could also focus more of their professional responsibility or ethics training courses to expose and discuss aspects of intellectual hazard for future practitioners. Economics and business courses can -and undoubtedly will -highlight issues that heretofore have often been ignored or assigned to higher level courses: the institutional basis for finance, the role of speculation, asset price bubbles, and economic crises; the uses and abuses of economic modeling; and the pros and cons of leverage in a firm's financial structure. While not discounting the fundamental importance of quantitative analysis, business school courses can focus more on qualitative factors such as the application of judgment and common sense. Continuing education at the workforce, either formal or informal, might also 66 Sarbanes Oxley Act § 301, 15 U.S.C.A. § 78j-1. 67 We thank Henry Kaufmann for suggesting this reform in private conversation.
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stress these matters and also encourage the application of independent judgment by managers at all levels of the organization. Experience suggests that the problem of intellectual hazard will not be effectively addressed if the personnel in the agency charged with identifying systemic threats to financial stability are simply recycled regulators and central bankers. They will not bring new ideas to the table; on the contrary, they will come as advocates for their agency's positions and as defenders of their agency's turf and power. These people will be subject to the forms of intellectual hazard we have already observed in regulators: asymmetry bias embodied in fixed positions on policy questions; self-serving bias in the form of turf protection and blame avoidance; authoritarian bias in the form of deference to the agencies which have delegated personnel to these new monitoring bodies.
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A preferable solution would be to establish financial stability boards not dominated by existing regulators. A truly independent board, composed largely of people from outside the government, selected according to some principle of merit rather than political connections, and adequately funded and protected against retaliation for expressing unpopular views, would offer a potentially more efficacious approach to the problem of impartially and objectively identifying systemic threats to the financial system and proposing possible remedies or solutions.
Stress Tests. In the wake of the Crisis of 2008, the Fed subjected 19 large banks to "stress tests" intended to assess whether their levels of capital were adequate to cope with serious downturns in economic conditions. 74 It might be possible to manage intellectual hazard by mandating a different kind of stress test. Systemically important institutions (large banks, insurance companies, and investment firms) could be required to identify models or policies that they utilize which, if erroneous, could have a materially adverse effect on their safety or soundness. In such cases, the institution could be required to subject the model or policy to a form of stress test to evaluate how it would function if the basic economic assumptions on which it is based no longer hold. The institutions would not have to report proprietary information about their models, but would have to disclose how the models or assumptions performed under different and less favorable economic conditions.
These are only some of the ideas that might be worth exploring as devices to mitigate intellectual hazard. Many others could be imagined. We advance them in the interest of advancing debate on this interesting and important question of financial institution regulation.
Conclusion
This article has proposed the idea of intellectual hazard as an organizing principle for the conceptual biases that affect all complex organizations and systems of complex organizations.
Intellectual hazard, as we define it, is the tendency of behavioral biases to interfere with accurate thought and analysis within complex organizations. Intellectual hazard impairs the acquisition, 74 See Hal S. Scott, The Global Financial Crisis 52 (2009). The stress tests evaluated how the banks would respond under two scenarios, one being the consensus forecast at the time of the test and the other being a much worse scenario. Id.
analysis, communication and implementation of information within an organization and the communication of such information between an organization and external parties.
We have argued that intellectual hazard is a particular problem during times of economic stress -asset price bubbles and financial crises. Because of its importance during these times, intellectual hazard, like moral hazard, poses systemic risks to the financial system as a whole.
We identified a variety of forms of intellectual hazard, falling in three "baskets" or categories: complexity bias, incentive bias, and asymmetry bias. We illustrated how different institutions in financial markets -banks, the Fed, rating agencies, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, and bank regulators -appear to have manifested intellectual hazard in connection with the Crisis of 2008. We concluded with conjectures about possible reforms to mitigate intellectual hazard: corporate governance reforms, reforms to government supervision and oversight, stress tests to assess the robustness of models, and changes in education of financial market personnel. Overall, the purpose has been to stimulate thought and discussion about an important and interesting issue of regulatory policy in the financial services sector.
